Through a mixed-method approach, we examine the sports programming offered by BBC ALBA between 2008 and 2016 and identify the value that the channel creates in Scotland through its diverse sports portfolio. In an increasingly cluttered and complex scenario where pay TV giants Sky and BT hold a plethora of top-tier rights and BBC Scotland and STV cannot fit more sport into their schedules, BBC ALBA serves Gaelic-speaking and national audiences with a regular diet of quality sports programming. Beyond being instrumental to filling schedules, sports content has been a gateway for Gaelic, a key driver of BBC ALBA's investment in the creative
BBC channels to showcase many sporting disciplines, which ultimately restricts their ability to enhance 'cultural citizenship' (Rowe, 2004) . Rowe (2018, p. 12) highlights that 'cultural citizenship' in regard to sport "could be described as the rights and responsibilities regarding access to, and representation in, sports culture". As Scherer and Whitson (2009, p. 226) emphasize, sport "is an issue of cultural citizenship, and thus an important part of the mandate of a public broadcaster". In spite of long-standing state intervention in the UK to protect particular sporting events of 'national significance' on free-to-air television (Boyle, 2013) , rights to sport coverage in the UK, like many other countries, is now dominated by global media and telecommunications companies which has undermined the ability of public broadcasters to cover major sporting competitions and leagues. In Scotland, a small nation whose main public service broadcasts are subject to financial, administrative and regulatory control from London, the challenges of meeting the Scottish public's entitlement claims for cultural citizenship around sport coverage are all the greater.
Sport as a Cornerstone of the BBC's Public Service Remit: The Case of Scotland
Throughout its history, sport has long had a significant role in the BBC's output on radio and television, whether through live outside broadcasts, magazine and highlights formats, studio discussion or documentaries (Haynes, 2016; Whannel, 1992) . Through its coverage of major national sporting events such as Wimbledon or the Grand National, or global mega-events such as the Olympic Games, the Corporation has constructed a unique position to provide public value "by bringing communities and/or the nation together and by reaching audiences that are otherwise often underserved by PSBs" (Smith, 2017, p. 213) .
In Scotland, the BBC's broader ethos and commitment to the role of sport in the nations' cultural life has also been historically important (Boyle & Haynes, 1996) , albeit increasingly undermined by inflated rights fees and ever-shrinking budgets. Nevertheless, in 2015, BBC One and BBC Two Scotland aired 173.04 hours of sport through its opt-out scheduling from BBC network (BBC Scotland, 2016, p. 3), including Rugby Sevens, the Scottish FA Cup Final, shinty's Macaulay Cup and Camanachd Cup finals, the Australian Open tennis final and the Great Scottish Run. The appetite for sport among Scottish audiences was also reflected in the BBC's live coverage of the Commonwealth Games in 2014, which reached 78% of the Scottish audience (3.6 million people) (Ofcom, 2015, p. 33) .
In spite of the clear cultural cache televised sport has for Scottish audiences, three issues regarding the coverage of Scottish sport prevail. First, the invisibility of live Scottish football in free-to-air schedules (Haynes & Boyle, 2008) , especially of the men's national side, has garnered consistent criticism from fans, public commentators and the Scottish Government. Second, although international rugby is part of the BBC's portfolio of major sports rights, BBC Scotland has received criticism for the failure to pick up rights to domestic Pro12 rugby (The Scotsman, 2008) . Third, the media dominance of football in Scottish popular culture has meant that diversity of Scottish sport, both in terms of the range of coverage across sports and the gender gap within sport, has left many sports at the margins of BBC Scotland's programming mix. This situation is particularly stark when one considers the coverage of indigenous sports such as shinty, recognized as a significant contributor to Scotland's sporting heritage (MacLennan, 1993) . Certainly, BBC Scotland offers two shinty cup finals per year, but it fails to offer consistent programming of the sport throughout the season. This lack of diversity in sport SPORTS COVERAGE ON BBC ALBA ! 7 coverage is by no means exclusive to BBC Scotland, and largely reflects a global universal demand for association football above all else, frequently at the expense of other sports with historic national significance.
The launch of a dedicated minority language channel in Scotland in 2008, with up to seven hours of programming per day, therefore offered new opportunities for sport coverage in Scotland. As our research on BBC ALBA reveals, the channel has strategically bridged the aforementioned gaps by filling holes that BBC Scotland has not been able to service, broadcasting "more sport than any other channel" while serving "to normalise Gaelic in usage consumption" (Milligan, Chalmers, Danson, & Lang, 2011, p. 356-357) .
BBC ALBA and Its 'Three Pillars' of Programming
BBC ALBA is a publicly funded television service managed and delivered by MG ALBA (Meadhanan Gàidhlig Alba, Gaelic Media Scotland) and the BBC. It is the first partnership television service to operate under a BBC licence and regulated by the BBC Trust. Its central aim is to "ensure that persons living in Scotland are provided with a wide and diverse range of high quality programmes in Gaelic" (MG ALBA, 2017a, p. 22 ).
According to recent data, only a very small proportion (1.7%) of the Scottish population (around 90,000 people aged 3 and over) has some language ability in Gaelic (Ofcom, 2017a) .
However, that does not diminish its cultural significance. In an incomplete basic system where BBC Radio nan Gàidheal and BBC ALBA are the only two existing outlets in Scottish Gaelic (Zabaleta, Ferré-Pavia, Gutierrez, Fernandez, & Xamardo, 2014, p. 285) , the creation of BBC ALBA in 2008 has been a cornerstone for the recovery and normalization of the language (Dunbar, 2012; Manias-Muñoz & Martori, 2017) . The channel has been instrumental in counteracting the fragmented position, the "erratic nature of scheduling" and the lack of variety in Gaelic content in analogue broadcasting (GMS, 2006, p. 12) . Currently, BBC ALBA reaches over 700,000 viewers per week.
Through its lifespan, BBC ALBA has showcased programmes of interest and value to both Gaelic and non-Gaelic speakers. From the very beginning, the three core strategic arms of its schedules have been documentaries, music and sport. In nourishing these 'three pillars' of programming, BBC ALBA's contribution to the Scottish creative economy has been noteworthy (Manias-Muñoz & Martori, 2017) . In fact, BBC ALBA accounts for half of the commissions from Scottish independent producers and has spent £8.6m in the independent sector in 2016-17 (MG ALBA, 2017a). Despite operating on a tight budget that constrains its expenditure on programming -the money spent on output in 2016 was £16.4m (Ofcom, 2017a, p. 36 )-, the mix offered by the channel has proved to be successful among audiences.
Since the launch of the channel in September 2008, sport has been essential to filling schedules and attracting a non-Gaelic audience. Reaching a wider population was deemed particularly important regarding the BBC's funding of the channel, for which the BBC set some unrealistic targets given the number of Gaelic speakers in Scotland.
Methodology
The objective of this research has been to examine the sports programming offered by BBC ALBA and identify how the channel creates value through its sports portfolio. The investigation addresses the following questions: and codified with information on the proportion of sports content over the entire eight-year period.
We also analysed each sport programme aired by BBC ALBA 1 (n=2,747) during the observation timeframe using a set of predetermined categories. Those were classified into the following areas: A) Contextual data (date, weekday, programme name, hour of beginning and ending, duration); B) Agenda (sport, description of the competition or material offered); and C) Production characteristics (live or recorded, original or repeat).
In addition, we conducted four in-depth interviews with experts and decision-makers of BBC ALBA and its affiliated independent production companies who specialize in sport (mneTV and Purple TV). The interviews were used to gain a deeper insight into programme policy and production processes, including: the origins of the channel, the cultural values under which BBC ALBA operates, the strategic vision of BBC ALBA with regard to its sports programming, and the financial resources available. (GMS, 2008, p. 14) .
Sports Agenda at BBC ALBA
A glance at Table 2 reveals that BBC ALBA has been a platform for a wide sporting menu. The outlet has offered a mix between core sports such as football and rugby, indigenous sports ingrained in Scotland's cultural fabric such as shinty and curling, and a staple diet of traditionally lesser-covered disciplines, most of which remain off the radar in the rest of broadcast stations nationwide.
It is worth noting that live programming has represented just over one fifth (22.28%) of the sports content broadcast between 2008 and 2016 (see Table 3 ). Live coverage primarily focused on rugby and football (Table 4) .
A Broader Approach to Football
Football has received just over half (51.8%) of the space within BBC ALBA's sports programming. Beyond first-tier football, the channel has pursued a broader editorial approach by giving exposure to lower-league action and women's football, and by allocating a remarkable space to award-winning football documentaries (see Table 5 ).
The BBC ALBA has done brilliantly in being the only national broadcaster that really commits to live women's sport as a strategic goal. Women's sport has to be normalized and for that to happen people should be able to see it (McCuaig, personal communication, June 15, 2017 Other football programmes aired during BBC ALBA's lifespan include the discontinued programme Club TV (which provided interviews and behind-the-scenes coverage of Celtic and Glasgow Rangers), historic games and friendly matches. With regards to football documentaries, the most remarkable projects have come from PurpleTV, which will be commented in the section dedicated to half-time feature packages and documentaries.
The Coverage of Pro12 Rugby: A Case of Success
The sustained coverage of Pro12 rugby (now Pro14) has been another signpost of BBC That kind of co-production arrangement that we have with rugby works incredibly well. We share games and we negotiate minority language rights or indigenous language rights as a group. It is a very cost-effective way of delivering coverage and it also ensures that the minority languages have a foothold at high-level competition. For audiences it offers value because we can schedule Welsh games and Irish games if they are of interest and value to the audience in Scotland […] Sometimes we produce other countries' broadcast and other times they produce our broadcast and we voice over. It is a collaboration on a strategic and a practical level (Murray, personal communication, June 27, 2017) .
In addition to that, when in 2014 Sky became the main broadcaster of the Pro12, BBC Alba "instigated an innovative and successful partnership with BBC2 Scotland, sharing coverage between the channels and offering bilingual coverage on both channels" (MG ALBA, 2015: 36).
Sharing bilingual personnel, including anchors and commentators, has been positive in terms of resource effectiveness for the organization. Developing broadcast partners in the coverage of rugby also ensures Scottish viewers to BBC ALBA do not miss out on key matches that might not otherwise be possible to cover by the channel on its limited budget.
Shinty: Strengthening the Profile of the 'Sport of Gaels'
BBC ALBA has devoted great attention to shinty, which accounts for nearly 7% (6.69%) of its sports programming. Since 1990, BBC Scotland had broadcast two or three major finals per year. However, the emergence of BBC ALBA has provided a stronger and more consistent platform for shinty games to be "part of the bigger and wider landscape" (Hugh Dan
MacLennan, interview because that gives it the biggest possible window. But then, for supporters, it is really critical that throughout the remainder of the year there is a level of commitment from other elements of broadcasting, whether it is radio or on BBC ALBA, so that we can support the 'engine room'". One of the important things about the stories I have been telling via Purple TV is that they aren't necessarily about sport, they are about people. They are about elements that are key to our social, our cultural and our emotional past One of the things that is a really big driver in the sheepdog trials is the competitiveness of it. That is balanced against with the tranquility of it, and you do find yourself absolutely getting lost in it. We didn't focus quite so much on the competition of element of it in the early days, but we realized that that had to be fundamental to it to grow, because you have to be rooting for a winner. The community really loves it (McCuaig, personal communication, June 15, 2017).
Half
The enduring relationship between BBC ALBA and sheepdog trials remains vibrant as Nemeton TV has been in charge of producing the tenth series of Farpaisean Chon-Chaorach, using many of the same freelance production crew previously used by mneTV, which premiered in January 2018.
Curling: Showcasing another Truly Scottish Sport
Curling is one of the three truly Scottish indigenous sports, along with shinty and golf (MacLennan, 1998) . It exists from the middle of the sixteenth century and "was the national passion until it was displaced by football at the end of the century" (Collins et al., 2005, p. 238 Everybody demonstrated in Scotland that people like curling. It is very hypnotic, you can pick out somebody that you like and then you can follow them to a conclusion. It was challenging as there were long shifts. We learned quite a bit from that and we built on for the second production that we did. It was really nice to see so much feedback in social media as well" (McCuaig, personal communication, June 15, 2017 ).
This live coverage at BBC ALBA, supplemented by live internet streaming of one game in each draw, consolidated the profile of these two tournaments while generating new opportunities for sponsors and partners connected to the sport, with new key commercial deals announced with drinks manufacturer Go Coco in 2016 and the opticians Specsavers in 2017.
Discussion
While pay TV giants Sky and BT control the most valuable rights and BBC Scotland and STV cannot fit more sport into their schedules, BBC ALBA serves Gaelic-speaking and national audiences with a regular diet of quality sports programming that cannot be found elsewhere. As an essential part of its public service remit, the channel gives exposure to Scottish football and rugby while lending space to indigenous sporting manifestations such as shinty and curling. This detailed attention to autochthonous sport connects with the strategies pursued by other broadcasters in small countries in Europe, such as RTÉ -Raidió Teilifís Éireann- (Connolly & Dolan, 2012) or NRK -Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation- (Røssland, 2017) , which have made a distinctive contribution in terms of showcasing culturally-important practices such as Gaelic Football, Hurling and Camogie (Ireland) or Nordic skiing and jumping (Norway). This signpost demonstrates that in a context of "transnational flows and global connectivities" (Rowe, 2018, p. 24) , sports broadcasting is not completely "overridden by the global" (Rowe, 2013, p. 2). Through its localised and strategically astute intervention in sport coverage BBC ALBA has generated a threefold benefit to minority language broadcasting in Scotland and Gaelic culture more broadly.
Sports Programming as a Positive Asset for the Language
First, sport has been instrumental in BBC ALBA's strategy of raising the profile of Gaelic. As Iseabail Mactaggart highlights, "it is important that Gaelic isn't a 'rarified other'
thing. Sport is a hugely effective way of making Gaelic accessible". It is true that the extent of Gaelic commentary in sports programming has been controversial. While football is mostly broadcast in Gaelic, in rugby the coverage is bilingual, with the expert summariser usually speaking in English. The balance is approximately 60/40 to 50/50, with the aim of retaining the non-Gaelic audience. This is an area of contention amongst some members of the Gaelicspeaking community who consider that BBC ALBA should be an exclusive channel for Gaelic language output (Hugh Dan MacLennan, interview).
That being said, sport has been fundamental to the recovery and enhancement of the Gaelic lexicon. To illustrate, MacLennan has gone back into the language to find and coin words to translate some of the technical terms of the sport, broadening viewers' knowledge and understanding of the language. He also developed an extensive glossary for internal and school use, Gnàthasan-cainnt is eile son prògraman spòrs (Guidelines for terminology in sports programmes). MacLennan reflects on the process of resurrecting Gaelic in sport:
We had to develop the vocabulary for rugby, but we had to do it for shinty and football as well. I looked at what the South Africans did, the French did, the Maoris did. I also had to invent words and I also had to find old words. I found a really old word which I use for stand-off, which is a swivel. And that word "udalan" now has come back into the vocabulary and is used regularly. People don't care where the words come from, but start to use them in different contexts. The sheepdog trials are the same, because that has a whole set of vocabulary in Gaelic. Kids pick that up very quickly and those words are being used again (MacLennan, personal communication, June 12, 2017) .
The coverage of sport can also contribute to alter people's attitudes on Gaelic, as Murray highlights:
If you are a non-Gaelic speaker and the only way that you can get rugby or the Junior Cup is by watching BBC ALBA, that is providing a useful service. And I hope that by providing a useful service, that that will impact on your perspective on the language. If it is a negative one, it will shift into something of a more neutral perspective if not into a more positive perspective (Murray, personal communication, June 27, 2017).
McGonagle (2011) argues for the need to protect the cultural and linguistic identity of minority language groups. In this regard, BBC ALBA reveals the benefit sport coverage can bring to minority language broadcasters and how the nuanced uses of minority language commentaries on popular sports can help maintain a broader visibility of the language in small nations where the dominant language is the overwhelming language in which most media operate.
BBC ALBA as a Catalyst for the Growth of Grassroots Sport
Second, BBC ALBA has given sporting organizations and governing bodies a unique value in terms of production exposure. As MacLennan argues, the channel "gives them eyeballs.
They might not get the income, but they do get exposure. It helps sport economically, because organizations can sell that exposure to sponsors''. BBC ALBA should also be credited as a central agent in helping grassroots sport across Scotland:
There are a hundred and twenty children playing shinty at lunchtime at Linlithgow Academy, which is just completely outside the shinty playing area. Part of that is that they see it on television. They see it and think 'I can be the next Ronald Ross' […] In cultural terms, it is visibility, it is normalization, it is part of our sporting culture (MacLennan, personal communication, June 12, 2017) .
Rugby is interesting because you can see what a broadcaster can do as a kind of game developer within the country. Scotland doesn't have the same history in terms of rugby than for example, Wales. Doing the Pro12 has been really interesting to see how that has grown. There is no doubt that having a strong indigenous national broadcaster has been an important part of it (Mactaggart, personal communication, June 15, 2017) .
BBC ALBA demonstrates that public broadcasters in small nations can be good strategic partners to sports organizations in helping grow grassroots sports. By raising the awareness and profile of many disciplines, minority broadcasters can help to boost the citizens' interest in a myriad of sporting practices ingrained in the country's cultural fabric.
Sport as a Key Driver of BBC ALBA's Impact on Creative Economy
Third, as noted beforehand, BBC ALBA is recognized for its impact on the independent production sector. Sport has been a key driver of that impact, as can be seen in the figures regarding production payments by genre (Table 6 ). The total spent on sports has been remarkable, proving to be very efficient in terms of cost per hour. Since its inception, mneTV has received BBC ALBA's highest allocation of payments, ranging between 21.6% and 32.9% of the total spent on programme development between the financial years 2008/09 and 2016/17.
Has BBC ALBA Reached a Glass Ceiling?
Despite the value generated by BBC ALBA's sports programming, the situation under which the channel operates makes it very difficult to sustain and improve its current position.
According to Smith (2017, p. 204) , "the ability of PSBs to utilise sports programming to enhance 'cultural citizenship'" in the present context is "increasingly under threat from a combination of the escalating cost of sports rights and a squeeze on their own finances/remit". Since its inception, the funding of the channel has been limited in comparison to the money received by other broadcasters such as S4C (BBC-MG ALBA, 2009, p. 24). The BBC "has committed to raise its annual spend on BBC ALBA by £1.2m" (MG ALBA, 2017a, p. 7), reaching £7.8 million, but its contribution remains modest. We should remember that S4C currently receives £75m of funding from the licence fee as well as a BBC expenditure of £29.2m on additional content (Ofcom, 2017b, p. 33) . It should be noted that in a context of dwindling financial resources and increasing pressures, minority language broadcasters across Europe are struggling to sustain their position and output (Azurmendi, 2013; Zabaleta, Ferré-Pavia, Gutierrez, Fernandez, & Xamardo, 2014) .
As Mactaggart argues, "the problem of underfunding is that the potential of the channel to be a showcase for Gaelic and the riches of Gaelic is reduced". Under the current funding settlement, only 1.8 hours of originations per day are possible, in contrast to 8 hours in S4C (S4C, 2015). The high volume of repeats at BBC ALBA (currently three out of four programmes are repeats) can lead to 'viewer fatigue'. As can be perceived from Table 7 , repeats are also an issue in sports programming. While live or deferred coverage of matches has a 48-hours maximum repeat value (Margaret Mary Murray, interview), one-off documentaries and series are commissioned as properties that can be repeated over time. Although the volume of repeat material has been reduced over the years, it should be noted that "there has not been a specific strategy, the changes have been driven by the nature of rights" (Iseabail Mactaggart, interview).
Opportunities and Challenges Ahead
Despite the fact that financial resources have not and look unlikely to grow, new opportunities could come with the new agreement between BBC ALBA and the Irish company Nemeton TV. After being in charge of sports production since the inception of the channel, mneTV voluntarily closed operations in the end of June 2017 following the retirement of its managing director to make way for new creative talent to emerge within the independent sector.
As Margaret Mary Murray explains, "they have changed the sports production model in Scotland. They have proved that on a very tight budget you can produce attractive sports programming". McCuaig, now working with Nemeton, explained the opportunities that the new company could bring:
They are huge, they have been doing GAA for 20 or more years. They are very strong in developing production talent in Irish, they also run a diploma course as well […] I hope that looking forward is in their plans to try and develop production talent alongside BBC ALBA. They are also big in the internationalization aspect, which hopefully will bring some rewards in terms of development (McCuaig, personal communication, June 15, 2017) .
Cross-fertilization and cooperation with Ireland, through Nemeton and TG4, is seen as a very fertile piece of ground to continue broadening BBC ALBA's sporting agenda (Hugh Dan MacLennan, interview) . Gaelic football and hurling could be potentially attractive to Scottish audiences and the new relationship with Nemeton might help BBC ALBA to explore new avenues. The reciprocal scheduling of hurling and shinty finals "would also expose us to our cultural relationship with Ireland a little bit better", MacLennan adds.
In the current context, BBC ALBA faces key challenges. Those include: regaining visibility on "a densely populated iPlayer" (MG ALBA, 2017a, p. 15) , solving poor broadband in many Gaelic-speaking areas, enhancing internationalization, and implementing a new social media strategy. Arguably, the most important challenge for BBC ALBA is the launch of the new BBC Scotland channel in autumn 2018. As McCuaig argues, "There would need to be a lot of work done between both assets to ensure that each will keep its distinctiveness. BBC ALBA has worked very hard to create its distinctiveness, its individuality, its audiences, its ethos. They will really need to fight hard to hang on to that". How BBC ALBA can maintain its distinctive role as a minority language broadcaster of sport in a small and squeezed national broadcasting environment will require continued political and financial support from the Scottish Government and the BBC.
Conclusion
This case study on BBC ALBA raises important issues for the role of PSBs in promoting socio-cultural value through sports broadcasting in this age of 'digital plenitude' (Hutchins & Rowe, 2009) . In a time when Public Service Television is increasingly "under threat in the liberalized and digitalized market" (Røssland, 2017, p. 159) and when the tensions between the global and the nationally and regionally specific cultural practices (Rowe, 2013) are noteworthy, BBC ALBA has proved to be a truly Scottish channel, which occupies a distinctive position within the country's sports broadcasting scenario. The research has shown that, through its broad and diverse portfolio, the channel provides sports content that the audience does not get anywhere else and does it free-to-air. In a channel driven by cost per hour, sport has been a key part of fulfilling BBC ALBA's obligations to the BBC and its funding. Spotting and delivering SPORTS COVERAGE ON BBC ALBA ! 25 opportunities in sports terms has been instrumental in expanding its audience across the board.
Beyond that, the research highlights the significance of the channel in terms of sustaining the Gaelic language community, giving visibility to nationally specific sporting practices and offering support to the small but resilient production sector in Scotland. The importance of these wider impacts should not obscure that certain areas should be carefully addressed, including the overreliance on repeats and the current English/ Gaelic commentary balance. To bridge these gaps and help to improve BBC ALBA's position across all genres, a stronger political support and increased funding by the BBC is deemed to be essential.
Beyond the locally specific factors that are important in understanding this particular case, the insight provided by BBC ALBA has broader relevance. This case study reveals that 'digital plenitude' -the broadening of communication channels afforded by digital media and the Internet-provides opportunities to broaden the spectrum of sport broadcasting in small nations due to the relatively low cost of production and distribution channels. Minority language broadcasters can leverage their 'special status', in cultural and public policy terms, to develop partnerships with mainstream sports which operates in tandem rather than in competition with mainstream broadcasters of sport who hold the primary television rights. In this sense, minority language sport broadcasting is non-rivalrous with mainstream sport channels and coverage because it is meeting a different set of cultural demands. The case of BBC ALBA reveals it is possible for governing bodies of sport to broaden the plurality of their media partnerships without undermining the value of the primary rights to their sport.
However, for public service models of minority language broadcasting from sport to survive it requires a supportive policy environment and public investment. It also requires an understanding from governing bodies of sport -especially football and other dominant sportsthat minority language media provide opportunities for them to broaden their reach to diverse audiences, as well as servicing the demand of 'mainstream' audiences for sport who are willing to forego commentaries in the de facto official language of a nation to view their favourite sport.
Future research must continue monitoring the coverage of sport at BBC ALBA in order to examine the patterns of continuity and change in its programming schedules. With the creation of the new BBC Scotland Channel in 2018, it will be particularly timely to trace the evolution of sport in both outlets to see how both television channels maintain their distinctiveness. In order to do it, conducting further interviews on the production side will be necessary. In addition to that, it will be fruitful to engage in conversations with both Gaelic-speaking and non-Gaelicspeaking viewers. Ethnographic data concerning audience reception will allow researchers to know more about their expectations and outcomes with regard to the consumption of sports programming at BBC ALBA.
Beyond Scotland, this work can act as a springboard for future examinations of the role of sports coverage in minority language broadcasters in terms of promoting cultural citizenship, an area which remains largely under-researched. It will be worth to analyse the operations and specific practices of other broadcasters serving minority language communities and small nations in Europe and beyond. In particular, it is necessary to interrogate how organizations such as TG4 (Ireland), S4C (Wales), EITB (Basque Country), CCMA (Catalonia) or NRK (Norway), to list a few, support indigenous sport while providing cultural and economic value in their territories.
Attending the traditions and peculiarities of each context can help to advance true understandings Table 6 Production Payments by Programme Genre
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